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but an attitude.
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Guests 2015-2020 → Alberto Perazza →
Alexander Neumeister → Ana Aragão → André
da Loba → André Letria → Andreu Balius →
Andrew Haslam → Andy Martin → Ariene
Spanier → Boris Fabris → Bruno Caetano →
Camilo Rebelo → Catarina Sobral → Cau Gomes
→ Christian Haas → Daniel Eatock → David
Penela → Emanuel Colombo → Emanuel Kerner
→ Fabrizio Ruffino → Filipa Gomes → George
Hardie → Gonçalo Furtado → Guido Morpurgo
→ Hamish Muir → Hemant Sharda → Inês
Oliveira → Ingrid Holacsek → Jessica Helfand →
Jorge Coelho → Jossie Malis → Jurgen Scroeder
→ Karl Stocker → Laura Polinoro → Lisa Lang
→ Luís Eslava → Marcelo Galbiati → Maria da
Gandra → Maria Herreros → María Ramos →
Mariana A Miserável → Marta Niedbal → Martin
Conreen → Martin Luccarelli → Martin van
de Wiel → Miguel Angel Valdivia → Moncada
Rangel Studio → Nick Holland → Pablo Martín
→ Paolo Tassinari → Patrick Thomas →
Paul McNeil → Paulo Lobo → Riho Unt →
Roberto Gamonal → Roderick Mills → Ronnie
Fueglister → Rosana Pavoni → Rui Pereira →
Russel Bestley → Sebastian Baptista → Shujoy
Chakraborty → Simon Prades → The Rodina
→ Thomas Daniel → Tony Donoghue →
Uwe Gruenewald → Valentina Rognoli
→ Viktoria Grabowska → Werner Engels →
Xá e Laura Gonçalves → Xesta Studio

guests

Albano Lemos Pires /
Lecturer + CIFAD Board

Alberto Pereira /
Stationery shop

Alda Moura /
Bar, Cafeteria

Alexandre Barbosa /
Production + Schools

Alexandre Costa /
Information Technology

Alexandre Jacinto /
Lecturer
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Almiro Amorim /
Lecturer

Ana Duque /
Lecturer

Ana Pinto /
Studios, Video

Ana Rainha /
Lecturer

Ana Raposo /
Lecturer

Ana Rita Carvalho /
Communication

Ana Cardoso / Lecturer
+ esad—idea Board

André A. Santos /
Lecturer

André da Loba /
Lecturer

art + design

André Santos /
Lecturer

Andreia Campos /
Auxiliary Staff

Andreia Faria /
Editorial Content

Carlos Meinedo /
Lecturer

Carlos Rocha / Structures Catarina Lopes /
and Maintenance
Screen Printing

Andrew Howard /
Lecturer

Anita Gonçalves /
Lecturer

Antonino Jorge /
ERASMUS+

Catarina Paixão /
Student Career

Catarina Pereira /
Printing Centre

Catarina Pinto
Bar, Cafeteria
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António Costa /
Security

António Mendanha /
Lecturer

Aurora Magalhães /
Auxiliary Staff

Cláudia Pinhão /
ESAD LAB

Cláudia Sousa /
Bar, Cafeteria

Clementina Delgado /
Lecturer

Boris Fabris /
Lecturer

Carla Correia /
Administrative Services

Carla Martins /
Bar, Cafeteria

Cristina Carvalho /
Auxiliary Staff

Cristina Duarte /
Lecturer

Daniela Real /
esad—idea Cafeteria

Carla Vinha /
Administrative Services

Carlos Amaral /
Lecturer

Carlos Marques /
CIFAD Board

Diogo Terremoto /
New Media

Diogo Vilar /
esad—idea Board

Dirk Loyens /
Lecturer

team
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Dolores Gouveia /
Lecturer

Eduardo Magalhães /
Lecturer

Eleonora Fedi /
Production

Helena Cordeiro /
Lecturer

Helena Sofia Silva /
Lecturer

Inês Nepomuceno /
Graphic Design

Eliana Ramos /
Printing Centre

Elias Marques /
Lecturer

Emanuel Barbosa /
Lecturer

Isabel Neto /
Auxiliary Staff

Jeremy Aston /
Lecturer

Joana Campos Silva /
Lecturer
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Emílio Remelhe /
Lecturer

Evelina Oliveira /
Lecturer

Fátima Maciel /
Administrative Services

Joana Regalado /
Library

Joana Rêgo /
Lecturer

Joana Santos /
ESAD Board

Fernanda Cacheira /
Auxiliary Staff

Fernanda Moreira /
Administrative Services

Fernando Esparrinha /
New Media

Joana Teodoro /
Lecturer

João Castro /
Lecturer

João Cruz / Lecturer
+ Student Ombudsman

Fernando Miranda /
Studios, Photography

Filipe Pinto / Structures
and Maintenance

Francesca Vita /
Lecturer

João Faria /
Lecturer

João Gomes /
Lecturer

João Lemos /
Lecturer

team
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Publications → [2020] Frontiere → [2019]
Blackbox → Fiction Practice → Modes of
Criticism #5 → Riccardo Dalisi → A Força da
Forma → Post Millennium → Portugal Industrial
→ Pádua Ramos → Que Força é Essa? → Manuel
Lapa → Sinal → Olivetti → [2018] Tóssan →
Imprimere → Motos de Portugal → [2017] A
Biorregião Urbana → Engenharia + Design →
Francisco Providência → [2016] Burilada →
Colecção Designers Portugueses → PLI arte e
design #6 → A Casa de Quem Faz as Casas →
[2015] O Princípio → Colecção Design Português
→ Pancho Guedes Nunca Foi ao Japão → [2014]
Colecção Design e → PLI arte e design #5 →
[2013] Better Not Stop Moving → Siza Design
→ PLI arte e design #4 → [2012] PLI arte
e design #2/3 → Exuberâncias da Caixa Preta
→ [2011] Colecção Arquitectos Portugueses →
PLI arte e design #1 → Processos Criativos →
[2010] O Olhar Moderno → Projeto de Interiores
→ Titan → [2009] Paolo Deganello → [2007]
2nd Skin Cork Jewellery → [2005] Do Habitar →
Contaminação → Reanimar a Filigrana
→ [2003] Flexões 1 e 2 → [2000] Instantes
→ [1999] Em Foco 1 e 2

publications

In 1989, a group of teachers created a school with a new vision
of design which aimed to respond to the teaching gaps in this
field and the needs of a changing industry. Today, with around
five thousand students who have graduated, ESAD / College
of Art and Design is a reference in design and the arts, in Portugal and worldwide. The ESAD project is based on three vectors: education, improvement, and innovation. We want to train
students to develop their capacity to participate and compete
nationally and internationally, following the growing demands
of the role of design and the arts, and to promote the expansion of skills at the creative, critical and technological level.
ESAD offers degrees in design and arts, master's in design, several postgraduate courses, an open training
programme, workshops and summer labs. It annually
grants scholarships to candidates for undergraduate
and master's degrees.
Its 30 years of existence have been extremely rich. There are
many prizes and distinctions achieved by the school over the
years, through its students and teachers, at a national and international level. Hundreds of seminars, conferences, workshops, exhibitions and meetings provide additional training
in the fields of design, in an active and critical environment.
ESAD faculty is highly specialised, being annually expanded
by a group of prestigious national and international guests.
ESAD’s daily life is diverse and productive. Classrooms,
workshops and studios are open to cross-sectional or
specific activities and to interdisciplinary or specialised
tasks. It is intended that students, assisted by teachers
and technicians, can experiment, test and produce. The
school also provides student support and career integration services. ESAD is committed to quality education,
defending that schools, in addition to awarding academic degrees, should be educational institutions in the full
sense of the term and also communicating platforms between civil society, industry and the market.

art + design
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Created in 2014, esad—idea, ESAD’s research centre, takes
on the mission of contributing not only to the development of
teaching, but also to the advancement of research, culture and
science, in the fields of design and the arts.
esad—idea, Research in Design and Art is an R&D unit
focused on doing, shaping ideas and looking for solutions to problems. It is dedicated to fundamental and applied research, consulting, cultural programming and the
provision of design services. With the objective of contributing to the development, application and transfer of
knowledge, esad—idea integrates the critical dimension
inherent to a polyphonic time, assuming the ability to anticipate the present and to frame the future.
In 2019, as part of the evaluation process of the National Research System developed by FCT – Foundation for Science and
Technology, esad—idea was evaluated by an international panel
of experts, having obtained the classification of Very Good.
In partnership with the Municipality of Matosinhos, esad—
idea provides a service to the community by managing
cultural and creative entrepreneurship facilities, such
as the Incubadora de Design do Mercado and Casa do
Design, being responsible for the organisation and programming of these spaces.
Among its recent activity, the organisation of the 1st edition of
Porto Design Biennale (with the Municipalities of Porto and Matosinhos), which explored the theme Post Millennium Tension
(2019) should be highlighted. The organisation of the Portuguese Representation at the 21st Milan Triennial (2016) and the
participation in the Portuguese Design Year (2014-15) must also
be mentioned.
esad—idea is based at a multifunctional space on Rua de
Brito Capelo, in Matosinhos, which houses the research
unit, a gallery and store, a guest facility and a cafeteria.
The esad—idea space is also the headquarters of Porto
Design Biennale.

esad

ESAD is committed
to quality
education, defending
that schools,
in addition to
awarding academic
degrees, should
13
be educational
institutions in
the full sense of
the term and also
platforms between
civil society,
industry and
the market.
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Since its foundation, ESAD has adopted internationalisation as
a strategy for scientific and pedagogical affirmation, which is
fundamental to its educational project. This concerns mainly
the ERASMUS+ exchange and the mobilisation of students (for
study cycles and internships), of teachers and collaborators.
ESAD has bilateral partnerships and contracts with higher education institutions from the five continents. Over about 30 years,
the ERASMUS/ERASMUS+ programme enabled hundreds of
students to take on the challenge of incoming and outgoing
mobility, by promoting contact with different countries, cultures
and languages, with new teaching, learning and working methods, and creating networks of contacts and friends.
Another highlight is the organisation of academic projects, conferences, workshops, exhibitions, international weeks and intensive programs, which allowed the
design of new synergies and collaborations between
countries and institutions.
In 2018, the ERASMUS+ National Agency awarded ESAD the
ERASMUS+ Good Practices Prize, emphasing the work developed in the implementation of the program at the school.
OUT
An experience that I will remember forever: it contributed to
my personal growth and, later, at a professional level. The
school plan is very complete, with numerous optional subjects,
all of which are interesting, making the choice difficult. Teachers were always available, showing that the school is not only
a place of work, but also of interaction between students and
teachers.
Catarina Rocha, ESDIR Logroño (Spain)
It allowed me to have a new perspective on many subjects
and I became more mature because I learned something different every day. I was privileged to have been placed in a
great academy. I was surprised by the size and number of departments, the amazing teachers and all the resources available. The city has art galleries and museums on every corner
and the country has a great history to explore.

IN
I’ve finished my Erasmus last February. I met a lot of interesting
people and I felt like I was at home at ESAD. During this period,
I was able to develop my skills more than I’ve ever hoped; I’d
great and communicative teachers who helped me so hard in
several school projects, with which have built my portfolio.
Jacobo Burgallo, EASD Pablo Picasso Coruña (Spain)
It was the first time I was far away from home and all by myself.
A lot of things happened to me and being able to process
all this far away from my home was amazing. I’ve learnt a lot
about myself, about my abilities in school and in life. In terms of
quality, ESAD is really awesome.
Morgane Lambert, ECV Paris (France)
My Erasmus experience in the school and in this amazing city
was simply perfect. ESAD is a great place to understand the
meaning of design. The teachers are really good and have a
close approach to the work of students. The classes are composed by a short number of students and that’s very good for
socialising. It’s a kind of family. Erasmus was one of the best
experiences in my life.
Arianna Guarduci, Politecnico di Milano (Italy)
ESAD was a very welcoming and warm place to be in. I was
delighted with the people and how open to you they are.
Teachers are highly qualified, so as the information they provide you. If there’s anything you don’t understand, they’re able
to convert into something you can clearly comprehend. I’ve
received a lot of valuable information. In four months I’ve learnt
more than I could ever dream about, all because of ESAD surroundings and my own state of mind. I knew that by coming to
ESAD I’d have to study not party. But I did both.
Deividas Gikis, FHA Joanneum Graz (Lithuania)

Pedro Marques, VAA Vilnius (Lithuania)
international mobility

art + design
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João Santos / Designer, Studio Bruto

David Catalán / Designer, David Catalán

16

17

Beatriz Barros / Designer, mishmash

testemonials

Paula de Sousa / Designer, Munna e Ginger & Jagger

art + design

While going through a phase of personal development, in
which I was looking to define myself in a professional and artistic way, I came across several multidisciplinary influences. Fortunately, ESAD provided me with a direction and a positioning
of my skills, and also supported and structured my know-how.
I currently integrate this learning with my professional skills
and I find this whole development process experienced at
school extremely rewarding.
João Santos / Designer, Studio Bruto
ESAD was much more than a school. It was also a place where
we were allowed to explore all directions of our creativity, without constraints. Above all, ESAD was a creative hub for me,
which allowed me not only to grow as a professional, but also,
at a deeper level, to rediscover who I was and what meaning
I wanted to give to my life. mishmash symbolically became a
product of that same process.

18

01

19

Beatriz Barros / Designer, mishmash
It was during my ERASMUS mobility that I chose ESAD, for the
various partnerships that the school had with the business
world. The fact that the teachers are directly connected to the
area and have knowledge at industry level excited me and
was very important to my learning experience. My internship
with Maria Gambina, a professor at the institution, was also
crucial, since it impelled me to participate in several competitions inside and outside the institution, a process from which I
started to create my own brand.
David Catalán / Designer, David Catalán

02

At ESAD, I found space for growth and for discovering creativity through design. I also learned the basic skills to start a
career in the field.
Paula de Sousa / Designer, Munna e Ginger & Jagger

01/02 — Since its foundation in 1989, ESAD has been a reference in the field of design and the arts,
in terms of training and research.
testemonials
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esad—idea is based in a multifunctional space located on Rua de Brito Capelo, in Matosinhos.
The building houses the research unit, a gallery and store, a guest facility and a cafeteria.
It is also the headquarters of Porto Design Biennale.

01 – esad—idea is located in a historic building in Matosinhos, designed in 1937 by Manuel Fernandes
de Sá and rehabilitated in 2016 with a project by Maria Milano • 02 – A performative dinner in the
cafeteria, within the scope of the Papanek Symposium/Porto Design Biennale • 03 – Presentation
of Projeto Orfeu, developed with the Institute of Ethnomusicology, to collect and study the universe
of Orfeu record label (2019/20) • 04 – The cafeteria hosts a kitchen project by Daniela Real,
who chooses local and seasonal products as raw material for researching.

esad
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01/02 — Created in partnership with the Municipality of Matosinhos in 2015, as part of a broader
project that encompasses the coastal area of the city and aims to associate traditional maritime and
gastronomic values with the implementation of creative industries, the Incubadora de Design do
Mercado aims to welcome, support and promote creative business projects in the areas of graphic
design, fashion and equipment, jewellery, publishing, architecture, video or multimedia.

03/04 — Casa do Design is an exhibition space open to different areas, themes and audiences,
programmed in partnership with the Municipality of Matosinhos since 2016. It aims to promote
the dissemination, research and critical production of knowledge in design, with a particular focus
on Portuguese design.

esad
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The ESAD project is based on three vectors: education, improvement, and innovation. We want
to train students to develop their capacity to partcipate and compete on a national and international
level, following the growing demands of the role of design and the arts and expanding their skills at
the creative, critical and technological level.
esad
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Between thinking and doing, ESAD provides infrastructures, equipment, services and human support
that make the school a second home for students, allowing for an environment which is friendly,
complete and interactive.

01 – SuperVeloz, workshop with Andreu Balius and Roberto Gamonal, a tribute to the author of the
typographic system Super Tipo Veloz, within the scope of Post-Digital Letterpress Printing (2020)
• 02 – Christmas Treehouse, workshop of self-construction in full time with students of the Master's
in Interior Design (2018/19) • 03 – Workshop on the use of resins, cements and raw earth in interior
design, with the Italian architect Fabrizio Ruffino (2015/19) • 04 – Post-print, project by Serafim
Mendes that combines augmented reality with graphic design, within the scope of the Master's in
Communication Design (2019/20).

esad
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In all areas of specialisation of the courses, the project is central to the realisation of the competences
acquired by the student. It is dedicated to the implementation of differentiated design activities,
encouraging the materialization of experimental work as a privileged act of the development of learning
and technical skills.

01/02 – Riso Visual Thoughts, publication designed, printed and bound by students using the risograph
printing process (2018) • 03 – Rita Sá, Bloom Upload/Portugal Fashion; winner of the Fashionclash/
Vancouver Fashion Week award; honourable mention in Sangue Novo/ModaLisboa; Montado
de Sobro e Cortiça award; selected for Porto.ModaPortugal/CENIT; 2nd prize Jovens Criadores/
i9Jovem (2017/18) • 04 – NOS Primavera Sound, self-construction workshop in full time with students
of the Master's in Interior Design (2017/19).

esad
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The flexibility of academic trajectories is a key condition of ESAD's training offer.
Thus, we seek to generate added value for students and provide them with a plurality of options,
allowing them to meet their expectations and personal fulfillment.

01 — Workshop with Shujoy Chakraborty and Sérgio Lemos, guests of the BA/MA degrees in
Product Design and of the Postgraduate courses in Automotive Design and Furniture Design (2019).
• 02 — Workshop with the film director José Miguel Ribeiro, within the scope of the Postgraduate
Course in Illustration and Digital Animation (2015) • 03 — Porto Letterheads, organised by Eduardo
Roisman as part of the Master's in Communication Design, brought together signpainters from all
over the world (2019) • 04 — Warm-up for the 10th edition of Encontros de Tipografia, organised
by ESAD (2019).

esad
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ESAD is growing: the building expansion project responds to the need to create new spaces for
different academic and leisure activities.
esad
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ESAD’s daily life is fuelled by an intense, diverse and productive activity. Classrooms, workshops
and studios are open to transversal or specific activities and to interdisciplinary or specialised tasks,
allowing students to test and produce in a manner which is assisted by teachers and supported by
technicians.

01 – Typography Workshop • 02 – Materials Workshop • 03 – Studios: Video, Photography and Sound
• 04 – Screen Printing Workshop.

esad
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Hundreds of seminars, conferences, workshops, exhibitions and meetings provide additional training in
the fields of design, in an active and critical environment. ESAD’s teaching staff is highly specialised and
is annually expanded by a group of prestigious national and international guests.

esad

01 — The Rodina, conference part of the parallel programming of Porto Design Biennale (2019).
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Aware of the role of the school as an interface between civil society, industry and the market, ESAD
continues to expand partnerships with public and private entities, investing in innovation, research and
the creative industries.

01 – Scenography of the play Insensatos, in partnership with ACE – Escola de Artes Famalicão,
by students from the Master in Interior Design (2019) • 02 – Challenge posed to students of
the Degree in Product Design by the company CMcadeiras (2015/19) • 03 – Research project
in industrial design with Metro do Porto, to optimise passenger transport (2017/20) • 04 – Coastline
Rehabilitation Project, developed and implemented with the Municipality of Matosinhos (2007/09).
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ESAD establishes partnerships with different entities, in order to promote the identity and sustainability
of communities. ESAD aims at connecting the curricular aspect to the resolution of concrete problems,
through its fields of study and respective skills and competences.

01 – Workshop held with LEXUS, which brought together 10 designers and creators within the
scope of Porto Design Biennale • 02 – Cadavre exquis, videomapping project of an exploratory
character presented at the Algarve Design Meeting (2018/19) • 03 – Organisation of Objects After
Objects, a project of the Portuguese Representation at the XXI Milan Triennale, with the Government
of Portugal • 04 – Britannia was the collection presented by finalist Rafaela Santos at Bloom/Portugal
Fashion (2019).

esad
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ESAD produces and disseminates knowledge and regularly publishes its most relevant projects
and academic research.
esad
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Casa do Design has regular programming which encourages reflection, debate and the preservation
and dissemination of historical knowledge linked to the evolution of the various areas of design.

01 – Imprimere – Arte e Processo nos 250 Anos da Imprensa Nacional (2018) • 02 – Motos de
Portugal (2017/18) • 03 – Workshops within the parallel programming of the exhibition Imprimere
(2018) • 04 – Discos Orfeu (1956–1983) – Palavras/Imagens/Sons (2017).
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ESAD publications are available in the online store: store.esadidea.pt.

01 – Imprimere – Arte e Processo nos 250 Anos da Imprensa Nacional (2018) •
02 – SINAL – 100 Anos de Design das Telecomunicações e dos Correios de Portugal (2019) •
03 – Frontiere – Contemporary Design Expressions (2020) • 04 – Post Millennium – Critical Essays
on Contemporary Tensions (2019).
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Porto Design Biennale is promoted by the municipalities of Porto and Matosinhos and organised
by esad—idea and aims to promote, revitalise and internationalise practice and thought in design.
The international event features exhibitions, conferences, performances, talks and workshops and
takes place every two years in different spaces in the cities of Porto and Matosinhos.

01/04 — The first edition of Porto Design Biennale took place between 19th September and 8th
December 2019, under the theme Post Millennium Tension, addressing the trends of contemporary
design in a context of change. It had close to 50.000 visitors over 81 days and 300 projects which
involved 20 curators and 310 participants from 18 nationalities.

esad
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BA DEGREE
COMMUNICATION DESIGN
In an increasingly visual world, texts, words and letters become images filled with significance and new meanings, making communication involve the selection, manipulation and
integration of a wide variety of media to express strong messages, in a creative and persuasive way. This training focuses
on the relevance of research, methodology and visual thinking
and enables the exploration of individual concerns, through
studies focused on visual communication.
BA DEGREE
PRODUCT DESIGN
The product design training provides students with a multidisciplinary path, where the synergies between creativity, processes and the functional, physical, aesthetic and communication
characteristics lead to the definition of innovative products.
This training enables the deepening of specific knowledge
needed to carefully and responsibly solve the needs of the
users and society, consequently guaranteeing the skills for
project autonomy, associated with the aptitude to collaborate
with all stakeholders of the production process.

01
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BA DEGREE
INTERIOR DESIGN

02

ESAD won many national and international awards and distinctions over the years, through its students,
lecturers and employees. • 01 – Prémio Design de Livro 2019 [Book Design Award] with the title
751 Dias, O Tempo não Consome a Eternidade. Paulo Cunha e Silva por Helena Teixeira da Silva,
designed by Inês Nepomuceno/esad—dea and published by the Municipality of Porto (2019) • 02 –
Torto, by Marcelo Almiscarado, at Bloom/Portugal Fashion; Porto selected creator. ModaPortugal/
CENIT; 3rd place in the Concurso Jovens Criadores [Young Creators Contest]/ PFN (2019).
esad

Dwelling involves architecture, design, art and communication.
The main goals of the Interior Design Degree are addressing
the challenges of creating inhabited spaces according to an
interdisciplinary and contemporary approach, and promoting
the qualified capacity of intervention focused on the new ways
of living, thus adapting the solutions to the most diverse needs
of users. This training aims to encourage the dialogue between
the conceptual and practical dimensions, and it privileges the
rehabilitation through an integrated expression of past values
and current needs.

courses
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MA Degree
COMMUNICATION DESIGN
[coordination by Andrew Howard]

BA Degree
FASHION DESIGN
The main goals of this degree are confronting and connecting
the design creative process with the several fields that frame
it, such as industry, market, culture and society; assessing the
needs in a continuous way; monitoring the market opportunities; critically reflecting on sociocultural changes and integrating emergent production processes, in order to connect to the
industrial reality. The power of these dimensions guarantees
a pragmatic and more creative training, while promoting the
expression of the authorial universe, of their own identity and
of the singular vision in the complex contemporary world.
BA DEGREE
DIGITAL ARTS AND MULTIMEDIA

52

The Digital Arts and Multimedia Degree comprehends issues
emerging in the field of digital culture, while aiming to establish
and relate the concepts of arts and multimedia in the modern
days. Since the technological image and sound media – photography and cinema, video games and new digital and virtual
interaction platforms – require a sensory behaviour that ought
to be enquiring and critic, this advanced training aims to develop the discursive capacity and ensure the application of new
production and visual/sound perception practices.

courses

Communication design aims to improve the comprehension of
the different processes, conditions and properties, from both
conceptual and practical points of view, that inform and guide
the process of transformation of design practice.
The primordial philosophy of the Master in Communication Design is based on the relevance of research, methodology and
visual thinking, making it possible to explore individual concerns through a focused study on visual communication. The
core of this Master’s degree is the axiom design is thinking
made visible.
The Master in Communication Design encourages students to take a critical look at the elements that constitute contemporary visual communication and the broader role it plays in society. This course focuses on design
practice, supported by a theoretical and contextual study
and the implementation of clear research methodologies.
Students – graphic designers, illustrators, web designers, design teachers, artistic directors, architects, creative directors
or art and design historians – have the opportunity to engage
in a deeper level of understanding on the communication of
messages and ideas, helping them develop an independent
personal project focused on the study of said principles, and
its application to obtain significant and effective results.
This Master aims to promote the value and role of design in society: encourage the acquisition of creative, analytical and communicational skills necessary to adapt
and keep up with the evolution and changes in future
environments, and improve the knowledge to question
the orthodoxies of graphic design as a profession.
The teaching staff comprises the expertise and knowledge of the
best national and international designers, thus constituting an institutional collective capable of bringing to the course the most
relevant ideas and practices, as well as their vast experience.
Each year, the body of the Master's in Communication
Design organise the ESAD OPEN TALKS, offering an extensive programme, with special guests and a series of
conferences and workshops with students. The sessions
are open to the public, with names like Andrew Haslam,
art + design
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Ariene Spanier, Daniel Eatock, George Hardie, Hamish
Muir, Jessica Helfand, Maria da Gandra, Martin Conreen,
Miguel Angel Valdívia, Paul McNeil, Paolo Tassinari, Pablo Martín, Patrick Thomas, Roderick Mills, Ronnie Fueglister, Russel Bestley, The Rodina, among others.
MA Degree
PRODUCT DESIGN
[coordination by Jeremy Aston]

54

Product Design has been playing an intervening role in the environment, with an increasingly evident influence on our daily life.
The development of product design, either globalised or local,
requires the ability to act and reflect responsibly and innovatively.
The Master's in Product Design focuses on knowledge
improvement and the development of skills in terms of
integrated design of products and associated interfaces.
Product design incorporates elements such as form, function,
production, costs, sales, sustainability, durability, reusability
and experience of use/usage in the development process. It
also includes the feasibility mechanisms of businesses in all
their development stages. In this sense, the designer plays
a key social role and duty, thinking carefully and responsibly
about the user’s needs and, in a broader sense, about those of
society, according to their inherent specificities.
The Master's in Product Design brings prestigious national and international designers to ESAD, so they can
share their experience, processes and methodologies
with lecturers and students. Key-agents like Alberto Perazza, Alexander Neumeister, André Fangueiro, André
Pinto, Boris Fabris, Christian Haas, Filipa Gomes, João
Ornelas, Jurgen Scroeder, Laura Polinoro, Martin van de
Wiel, Mike Whalle, Nick Holland, Paulo Parra, Rui Alves,
Rui Pereira, Ricardo Figueiroa, Shujoy Chakraborty, Uwe
Gruenewald, Valentina Rognoli or Werner Engel were
some of the participants of the ESAD ID TALKS.

courses

MA Degree
INTERIOR DESIGN
[coordination by Maria Milano]
The Master's in Interior Design aims to develop design skills that
enable students to attend the multiple expectations and desires
of the future users of the designed spaces. There is a continuous demand for contact with the market reality, through partnerships with companies in the industrial and real estate sector.
The main goal of this Master's is the rehabilitation of
spaces, updating their day-to-day functions, by perceiving past as a resource, rather than an obstacle. This
Master is also a space for experimentation and constant
relation with the project’s materiality – through self-construction workshops that promote the idea of doing, thus
ensuring the return to the manual dimension as a complement to the intellectual dimensions.
The Master's in Interior Design organises annual self-construction workshops, in order to explore the relationship between
thinking and doing; the students are asked to design and create a wooden piece, through a design sprint format. Christmas
Treehouse (Paredes, 2018), NOS Primavera Sound (Porto, 2017
and 2018), Extemporary Capsule (Milan, 2016), Arena Selfmade
(Porto, 2013) and Viewport WineBar (Matosinhos, 2012), carried
out in partnership with a series of companies and national and
international entities, should be highlighted.

art + design
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POSTGRADUATE COURSE
ILLUSTRATION AND DIGITAL ANIMATION
[coordination by José Saraiva]

POSTGRADUATE COURSE
AUTOMOTIVE AND TRANSPORTATION DESIGN
[coordination by Jeremy Aston]

Focused on the diversity of applications of contemporary illustration, the Postgraduate Course in Illustration and Digital
Animation aims to improve students’ knowledge and skills in
terms of representation, expression and visual communication, particularly digital publishing, by providing a curriculum
that encourages dialogue between traditional and digital representation techniques, while providing students the required
skills to animate and publish their graphic work, systematising
professional practices and reflecting on the role of illustrators
and their relationship with different areas of performance in
the labour market.
From the illustration of publications for children and
teenagers, to press illustration, traditional and digital
publication and interactive animations for multiple formats and devices, this Postgraduate Course explores
specific fields and techniques, like editorial illustration,
illustrated album, manual edition of books, screen printing, risograph printing, digital animation, digital expression techniques, 3D modelling, editorial management
practices, etc..
Each year, the Postgraduate Course in Illustration and Digital
Animation invites prestigious illustrators and animators, like
André Letria, André da Loba, Bernardo Carvalho, Bruno Caetano, Catarina Sobral, David Penela, Emanuel Kerner, Evelina
Oliveira, Inês Oliveira, José Miguel Ribeiro, Jorge Colombo,
Mariana A Miserável, Maria Herreros, Madalena Matoso, Simon Prades, Xá/Alexandra Ramires and Laura Gonçalves, with
the collaboration of Isabel Minhós Martins (Planeta Tangerina)
and Margarida Noronha (Kalandraka) from Ó! Galeria.

The main objective of this Postgraduate Course is to study
the relationship between people and mobility, looking at the
experience of travelling, owning and using different types of
transport and the systems that surround them. Sustainability, recycling, innovation and industrial design are issues that simultaneously provide constraints and opportunities in one of the
largest industries in the world, and designing in this field is an
appealing challenge. This course provides a broad foundation
of experience, technical skills and practical and cultural knowledge, enabling students to acquire a unique competitive ability
to explore employment opportunities at an international level.
Each year, the Postgraduate Course in Automotive and
Transportation Design brings prestigious national and
international designers like Alexander Neumeister, Boris Fabris, Martin Luccarelli or Jurgen Scroeder to ESAD,
who share their experience, processes and methodologies with lecturers and students.

courses
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POSTGRADUATE course
EDITORIAL DESIGN AND E-PUBLISHING
The designer’s role in the publication process has always been to model the
means according to which different contents – information, documents, instructions, opinions, facts and fictions – are ordered and made visible. In this way, the
need to find designers with expertise and knowledge in the creation of dynamic
visual forms for content communication is as relevant today as it has always
been, whether in traditional printed media or in its most recent digital counterparts. The editorial design process requires a deep connection between the
designer and the contents he or she handles, in order to direct their assembly
and transmission and, consequently, influence the way they are received.
It is a process that involves the acquisition of complementary knowledge and
skills – technical knowledge related to typography, layout, digital production
and media, and knowledge related to information hierarchies, communication
codes and, above all, narrative structures and navigation systems.
POSTGRADUATE COURSE
PACKAGING DESIGN
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The concept of packaging nowadays covers multiple aspects, from formal to
conceptual, from graphics to production, from materials to technology, from legislative norms to logistics, to its interaction with the environment, to distribution
and communication. The need to design packaging and respond to the requirements imposed by society in terms of technology, which is expressed in the
search for cutter designs and its implementation in materials with a protective
function, and the communicative dimension, which is expressed in the graphic
characterisation of packaging, tags and labels that accentuate what is valued
in products, and the ability to create and suggest lifestyles and identify ways of
behaviour – positions the packaging area of operation in specific domains of
Communication Design.

ESAD LAB is an open training programme that enables students to update or acquire new skills in the fields of design
and the arts. It is a continuous training programme that seeks
to expand the individual limits of knowledge and skills throughout the learning process, in order to promote academic, professional and personal excellence.
In another scope, dedicated to teenagers and young adults, the
SUMMER LAB courses target secondary school students and
allow them to experience the dynamics of a Higher Education
institution with specialised professionals. It seeks to provide
the discovery of new skills and the experimentation of different
techniques in an artistic and uncompromised environment.
animation • automotive design • creative writing • drawing •
fashion design • game design • illustration • jewellery • motion
graphic • photography • screen printing • typography • video
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POSTGRADUATE COURSE
TYPE DESIGN
The growing interest that type design has aroused in the academic and professional context of Communication Design framed the creation of this training, which aims to transfer theoretical and practical knowledge related to type
design and editorial design, suited to multiple analogue and digital platforms,
in order to enhance the technical and expressive capabilities of digital typography. This Postgraduate Course is oriented towards the development of specific
projects. The theoretical contents are connected with the practical component
of typographic design and promote an in-depth knowledge in this area, while
also enabling an understanding of the contemporary use of digital typography.
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João Maciel Gomes /
Reception

João Martino /
Lecturer

João Sousa /
Bar, Cafeteria

Luciana Barbosa /
Lecturer

Lucio Magri /
Lecturer + ESAD Board

Luis Espinheira /
Lecturer

João Tiago Santos /
Lecturer

José Bártolo / Lecturer
+ ESAD Board

José Castro / Structures
and Maintenance

Luís Fonseca /
Lecturer

Mafalda Martins /
Communication

Magda Seifert /
esad—idea Board
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José Luís Ferreira /
Lecturer

José Mário Santos /
Lecturer

José Miguel Ribeiro /
Lecturer

Marco Gomes /
Lecturer

Margarida Antunes /
Publishing

Margarida Azevedo /
Lecturer

José Saraiva /
Lecturer

José Simão Ferreira /
Lecturer + Accreditation

José Simões / Lecturer
+ ESAD Board

Margarida Noronha /
Lecturer

Maria João Baltazar /
Lecturer

Maria Milano /
Lecturer

Leonilda Santos /
CIFAD Board

Lete Moura /
Auxiliary Staff

Liseta Pinto /
Library

Maria Rui Vilar /
Accreditation

Mariana Rio /
Lecturer

Marta Cruz /
Lecturer
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Marta Varzim /
Lecturer + ERASMUS+

Miguel Salazar /
Lecturer

Natália Moreira /
Administrative Services

Rui Pedro Freire /
Lecturer

Sandra Martinis /
Bar, Cafeteria

Sandra Toga /
Bar, Cafeteria

Paula Rêgo /
Bar, Cafeteria

Paula Silva /
Auxiliary Staff

Paulo Oliveira /
Lecturer

Sara Pereira /
Administrative Services

Sara Pinheiro /
Project Management

Sara Steege /
Typography
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Paulo Pereira / Lecturer
+ Student Career

Paulo Seco /
Lecturer

Pedro Leite /
Administrative Services

Sérgio Afonso /
CIFAD Board

Sérgio Correia /
Lecturer

Sofia Meira /
Production

Rafael Coelho /
Lecturer

Rafael Gonçalves /
Lecturer + New Media

Raquel Salomé /
Lecturer

Susana Fernando /
Lecturer

Susana Martins /
Graphic Design

Tânia Nicole /
Lecturer

Rúben Dias /
Lecturer

Rui Caldas /
Lecturer

Rui Canela /
Lecturer

Tiago Campeã /
Lecturer

Tomé Quadros /
Lecturer

Vítor Varão /
Lecturer
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Partnerships & Collaborations → ACE –
Academia Contemporânea do Espetáculo
→ AMAG → APDL → ARCOLisboa →
Associação Cultural Luso-Chinesa → Associação
Dante Alighieri → Associação dos Artistas Lusochineses → Associação de Turismo do Porto →
Associação Portuguesa Adoção da Criança 'Bemme-Queres' → Associação para o Planeamento
da Família → Área Metropolitana do Porto → BA
Glass → Biblioteca Silva → BKR Internacional
→ Câmara Municipal de Matosinhos → Câmara
Municipal do Porto → Câmara Municipal de
Aveiro → Câmara Municipal de Mondim de Basto
→ Câmara Municipal de Paredes → Câmara
Municipal de Santo Tirso → Câmara Municipal
de Setúbal → Caetsu → Casa da Arquitetura →
CEiiA→ CIEC → CIN → CINFU → CITCEM
→ Claus → Clube de Criativos de Portugal
→ CMcadeiras → Centro Nacional de Cultura
→ Coral Books → Costa Verde → CTW
Critical TechWorks → DARDO → Design
Factory → ECMA→ Embaixada de Itália →
Enercon → Ephemera → Europack → EWG →
Fedrigoni → Fujifilm → Fundação 'A Comunidade
Contra a SIDA' → Fundação da Juventude →
Fundação DIDAC → Fundação Portuguesa das
Comunicações → Fundação Vico Magistretti →
Gerador → Grupo Visabeira→ Health4MOZ →
Herdmar → Hilti → ico-D International Council
of Design → Ikea → Imprensa Nacional Casa da
Moeda → InvestWood → IPDJ Norte → Istituto
Italiano di Cultura di Lisbona → Lexus Portugal
partnerships
esad

→ Lipor → Losango Seguros → Lovetiles →
Lugar do Desenho Fundação Júlio Resende →
Maiambiente → Maiadouro → Manifesto →
MatosinhosHabit → Magres → MarShopping →
Metrolab → Metro do Porto → mishmash →
MOVECHO → MUDE → Munna Design →
Museu da Quinta de Santiago → Museu Nacional
de Arte Contemporânea do Chiado → Museu
Nacional da Imprensa → Museu Nacional do
Teatro e da Dança → Museu Nacional do Traje
→ Nero → Niepoort → Pádua Ramos Design →
Papanek Foundation → PSA → Público → RAR
Imobiliária → Salvador Caetano → Santa Casa da
Misericórdia do Porto → Santander → Sea Porto
Hotel → SIGN → Simoldes Plásticos → Sirvent
→ Sociedade Protetora dos Animais → Sonae →
Sonae Arauco → Stora Enso → Teatro Nacional
São João → THE Design → Universidade de
Aveiro → Universidade do Porto → Universidade
da Madeira → Universidade Nova de Lisboa →
Viarco → Vista Alegre

esad
artart
+ design
+ design
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BOARD
direcao@esad.pt

PRINTING Centre
cs@esad.pt

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
info@esad.pt

Stationery shop
papelaria@esad.pt

ESAD
COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
Av. Calouste Gulbenkian
4460-268 Senhora da Hora
Matosinhos, Portugal

esad—idea
esadidea@esad.pt

Student Ombudsman
provedor@esad.pt

+351 229 578 750
info@esad.pt

PUBLIC RELATIONS
AND COMMUNICATION
comunicacao@esad.pt

STUDENTS' UNION
ae@esad.pt

esad.pt
facebook.com/esadmatosinhos
instagram.com/esadmatosinhos
twitter.com/esadmatosinhos
flickr.com/photos/esadmatosinhos
vimeo.com/esad

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS OFFICE
AND ERASMUS +
erasmus@esad.pt
international@esad.pt
STUDENT CAREER OFFICE
empregabilidade@esad.pt

esad—idea
RESEARCH IN DESIGN AND ART
Rua de Brito Capelo 243
4450-073 Matosinhos
Portugal

TYPOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
tipografia@esad.pt

+351 229 578 755
esadidea@esad.pt

SCREEN PRINTING
WORKSHOP
serigrafia@esad.pt

esadidea.pt
facebook.com/esadidea
instagram.com/esadidea

Photography, video
and sound studios
estudiofotografia@esad.pt
estudiovideo@esad.pt
estudiosom@esad.pt
LIBRARY
biblioteca@esad.pt
Esad Lab
lab@esad.pt

esad.pt
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COMMUNICATION
DESIGN
PRODUCT DESIGN
INTERIOR DESIGN
FASHION DESIGN
DIGITAL ARTS
	AND MULTIMEDIA
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AUTOMOTIVE
AND 			
	TRANSPORTATION 		
DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION AND
DIGITAL ANIMATION
EDITORIAL DESIGN
AND E-PUBLISHING
TYPE DESIGN
PACKAGING DESIGN
esad

